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 Draft resolution VI  
Revised terms of reference of the Inland Transport Committee  

On the occasion of its seventieth anniversary, the Inland Transport Committee (ITC) signed the 

ministerial resolution “Embracing the new era for sustainable inland transport and mobility” 

(ECE/TRANS/2017/2) that outlines the future direction of its work.   

  

At its eighty-first session (19–22 February 2019), the ITC adopted its Strategy towards 2030 and the 

Committee’s revised terms of reference, as contained in Annex I of ECE/TRANS/288/Add.2.   

  

Under the purview of the ITC, ECE has developed and administered 59 UN 

Conventions/Agreements on inland transport since 1949, including road, rail, inland 

waterway and intermodal transport. So far, the UN Conventions/Agreements are not only 

participated by 56 ECE member States but also by 92 non-ECE UN Member States in other 

four regions. Non-ECE UN Member States have been attending the sessions of the ITC and 

its related subsidiary bodies to join the deliberations on the implementation, amendments and 

further development of the Conventions/Agreements. However, the ITC’s TOR were still 

limited to the ECE member States.   

  

Following the 2017 Ministerial Resolution, the ITC adopted in February 2019 its Strategy 

until 2030 to formally recognize its factual role as a UN centre for inland transport and the 

participation of non-ECE Contracting Parties to the Conventions/Agreements in the ITC. 

Accordingly, the revised TOR add its role in paragraph (a) and extend the participation from 

ECE member States to also other Contracting Parties to the Conventions/Agreements, as 

reflected in the changes of paragraphs (b), (c), (d), (f), (k) and (l).  

  

In parallel with the formal recognition of its factual global services, the ITC also recognizes 

its indispensable role as a part of the regional Commission to assist its member States in 

achieving SDGs and developing good practices. In this connection, the new paragraph (b) 

limits the full membership of non-ECE contracting parties to their participated 

Conventions/Agreements, and paragraph (n) limits the Bureau to the ECE member States.  

  

The changes in paragraph (m) are the reflections of the current state of cooperation with other 

institutions. For example, the old ECMT does not exist any more and the European 

Community has been replaced by the European Union.  

  

The new paragraph (i) is to incorporate the emerging wide applications of information and 

communication technology (ICT) in inland transport that the ITC is undertaking.  

  

The revisions to the TORs do not have financial implications.     

  

* * *   
 


